BRANDING
TOP-TEC

customer branding guidelines

TOP-TEC
keeping technology in its place

Branding Location

The location of the
branding on each Voyager
model is similar with the
exact positioning
determined by the size and
design of the logo to ensure
balance and harmony with
the unit.

Voyager Expert Standard

The Expert and Studio
models share the same
external proportions and
the Expert Mono should be
used as a guide.
The branding is created
using a high quality laser
cut panel with coloured
filters or printed panels to
complete the design,
according to the style of
logo.
Your customer service
contact can provide further
information and assistance
if required.

Voyager Contour Duet

Voyager2 Bravo Height Adjustable

Voyager Studio Duplex

Branding Specification
We need your logo supplied in both EPS and DXF vector file formats. These formats provide us
with the necessary information to produce all forms of corporate branding supplied by TOP-TEC.
The usual procedures for product configuration approval will be undertaken with the purchase
contact by your TOP-TEC customer service representative.
File Formats (both required please)
EPS (Encapsulated PostScript)
DWG or DXF (AutoCAD’s Data Interchange Format or Data Exchange Format)
Files should be emailed to your customer service contact. Where there exists a choice of file size /
quality then please send the largest / best.

Examples
High quality cut outs of your logo with a choice of colours to illuminate your logo.

Combination of high quality cutting and printing of your logo with a choice of colours to
illuminate your logo.

Other forms of corporate branding are available to customise the product.

TOP-TEC
keeping technology in its place

TOP-TEC aims to keep technology in its place
delivering stylish, secure workspaces for
customers that require seamless and innovative
solutions.
TOP-TEC manufactures a range of secure
furnishing, AV and IT security products and
provides a full range of services from room
planning through to design and installation.
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